Will Remote
Schooling be Safe?
It can with McAfee MVISION Mobile Advanced

Returning to school will look different for students all
across the country this year.
Helping Where We Can
Protecting your educational
outcomes is McAfee’s #1
priority, especially during the
back-to-school season. To find
out how to deploy MVISION
Mobile Advanced, contact your
McAfee Account Manager or
McAfee Authorized Channel
Partner and ask for
SKU# MV3ECE-AA-AI.

Additional Resources
For Educational Leaders
Bring McAfee’s Online Safety
Program to a school near you
For Parents
Tackle the challenges of Online
Learning for Kids
For Students
Build up your Digital Literacy

The New Classroom
With remote and hybrid learning now a new normal, the traditional school network has
expanded into homes, spilled out onto kitchen tables, and overtaken basements and TV
rooms. Parents and nearly 3.2 million teachers1 are setting up virtual classrooms.
And hackers have definitely taken notice.

What Devices are at Risk
Whether students and teachers have a laptop, tablet, Chromebook, iOS device, or
a desktop computer, all devices are at risk. Between January 2020 – April 2020, the
education community saw a 1,114% increase in cloud threats due to COVID-19 — making
student devices a highly attractive and sought-after target for hackers.2
McAfee’s MVISION Mobile Advanced is the first and only comprehensive, on-device,
machine learning-based security solution. It utilizes real-time technology that detects
and prevents attacks on millions of iOS and Android devices.3

MVISION Mobile Advanced Protects:
■

Student Information – by keeping network data safe from phishing attacks

■

Cameras & Microphones – by identifying and alerting malicious malware found in apps

■

Privacy & Misuse – by assessing Android apps for privacy violations and student misuse

■

Wi-Fi Networks – by detecting malicious networks and asking students to disconnect

1 EdWeek (https://www.edweek.org/ew/issues/education-statistics/index.html)
2 McAfee Labs COVID-19 Threat Report (https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/assets/reports/rp-quarterly-threats-july-2020.pdf)
3 List of supported Chromebooks with MVISON Mobile Advanced (https://sites.google.com/a/chromium.org/dev/chromium-os/chromeos-systems-supporting-android-apps)
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